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Abstract: Due to the rapid progress in the development of automated vehicles over the last decade,
their market entry is getting closer. One of the remaining challenges is the safety assessment and
type approval of automated vehicles, as conventional testing in the real world would involve an
unmanageable mileage. Scenario-based testing using simulation is a promising candidate for over-
coming this approval trap. Although the research community has recognized the importance of
safeguarding in recent years, the quality of simulation models is rarely taken into account. Without
investigating the errors and uncertainties of models, virtual statements about vehicle safety are mean-
ingless. This paper describes a whole process combining model validation and safety assessment. It is
demonstrated by means of an actual type-approval regulation that deals with the safety assessment
of lane-keeping systems. Based on a thorough analysis of the current state-of-the-art, this paper
introduces two approaches for selecting test scenarios. While the model validation scenarios are
planned from scratch and focus on scenario coverage, the type-approval scenarios are extracted from
measurement data based on a data-driven pipeline. The deviations between lane-keeping behavior
in the real and virtual world are quantified using a statistical validation metric. They are then
modeled using a regression technique and inferred from the validation experiments to the unseen
virtual type-approval scenarios. Finally, this paper examines safety-critical lane crossings, taking into
account the modeling errors. It demonstrates the potential of the virtual-based safeguarding process
using exemplary simulations and real driving tests.

Keywords: autonomous vehicles; data analysis; model validation; safety assessment; scenario
extraction; simulation; traffic safety; type approval; virtual methods

1. Introduction

Automated driving is a major trend in the automotive industry as it promises to
increase road safety and driver comfort. In 2018, more than one million people died in road
accidents [1]. National governments are striving to increase the level of vehicle automation
to reduce these figures. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) (Level 1 according to
SAE [2]) such as emergency braking or lane-keeping assists are common in modern vehicles
and will be mandatory in Europe beginning in 2022 [3]. On the one hand, car manufacturers
have a high responsibility to dedicate a significant part of the development process to
the safety assessment of those systems. On the other hand, the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe (UNECE) is developing type-approval regulations to ensure that
these systems meet important safety requirements before they are finally released to the
market [4,5].
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In recent years, the safety assessment of automated vehicles (AVs) has been very much
addressed in the literature and large research projects [6,7], as it is a huge challenge due
to the complexity of the traffic environment. Conventional testing in the physical world
struggles with higher automation levels, since it requires an enormous amount of mileage
to prove that an AV is at least as safe as a human driver [8]. A promising solution is the
scenario-based approach. It discards the major part of the mileage that lacks interesting
actions and events and focuses instead on a selection of individual traffic situations [9].
There is a large number of publications that propose scenario generation approaches for
safety assessment of AVs. Some extract the scenarios from driving data [10,11], others gen-
erate the scenarios from scratch [12], for example using Design of Experiments (DoE)
techniques [13].

While conventional tests are physically performed on the road, more recent publi-
cations use pure simulations for their proof of concept. They convince by cost and effort
reduction, increased safety and possible parallelization through computing clusters. Nev-
ertheless, the simulations have to be accompanied by model validation activities in order
to achieve trustworthiness. The combination of model validation and virtual safeguarding
leads to an overall virtual-based process. This process uses physical tests to assess the
quality of the simulation during model validation in order to finally exploit the strength of
the simulation in virtual safeguarding [14]. The current literature focuses on safeguarding
and, within safeguarding, on the selection of scenarios. However, an overall virtual-based
process including model validation and including the selection of additional validation
scenarios is missing. We address these research gaps in this paper.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• an overview about methods to select test scenarios for AVs and methods to assign them to
testing environments,

• a novel approach to select both scenarios for model validation and for safeguarding,
• a methodology for virtual-based safeguarding of AVs based on real and virtual tests,
• first implementation with a real and virtual prototype vehicle using the type approval

of lane keeping systems as a representative safety assessment example.

Section 2 summarizes the state-of-the-art in type approval and model validation, as
well as scenario selection and assignment. It concludes with an analysis of the strengths and
weaknesses of the scenario generation methods and makes a reasoned selection. Section 3
embeds the scenario approaches in an overall, virtual-based safety assessment process.
It presents a coverage-based approach to generate validation scenarios and a data-driven
approach to extract safeguarding scenarios. It processes the validation results using a
probabilistic validation metric, learns an error model and takes the modeling errors into
account during the final decision making. Section 4 illustrates the methodology by an
exemplary type-approval regulation of a lane-keeping system across a real and virtual test
environment. Lastly, the conclusion in Section 5 summarizes the main research findings
and gives recommendations for virtual-based safety assessment.

2. Literature Overview

This section presents a literature overview in a top-down manner. It starts with the
type approval of lane-keeping systems as a representative example for safety assessment.
It continues with model validation references as they are crucial for virtual-based type
approval and safety assessment in general. The third subsection zooms into the model
validation methodology to introduce papers that select validation scenarios. Since these
papers are rare, we additionally present scenario selection approaches from virtual safe-
guarding. Finally, we analyze the scenario approaches to derive a systematic selection for
our subsequent methodology. Thus, this section gives the reader a compact overview of
scenario-based safety assessment and model validation. Complementary safety approaches
such as formal verification methods or macroscopic traffic simulations do not fall within the
scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to [14] for a comprehensive overview.
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2.1. Type Approval of Lane-Keeping Systems

The UNECE specifies several mandatory type-approval regulations. Some of them
allow computer simulation if accompanied by model validation [15,16]. The future regula-
tion for Automated Lane-Keeping Systems (ALKS) of SAE Level 3 falls into this category
by stating:

Simulation tool and mathematical models for verification of the safety concept may be used
[...]. Manufacturers shall demonstrate [...] the validation performed for the simulation
tool chain (correlation of the outcome with physical tests).

[5] Section 4.2
The predecessor regulation R-79 [4], which deals with continuously intervening lane-

keeping systems as installed in many production vehicles of SAE Levels 1 and 2, is currently
carried out by physical tests. Nevertheless, we select R-79 as the most suitable use case
for a virtual-based type approval in this paper. We do not actually intend to release a
vehicle to the market by precisely implementing the regulation. We have a Level 2 vehicle
available and use the corresponding R-79 as a blueprint to develop a methodology for
future virtual-based type approval [5].

The regulation describes several tests for the lane-keeping assessment of several vehi-
cle classes and system states. The current Revision 4 of R-79 is supplemented by further
amendments that provide remarks on specific aspects such as signal filtering [17]. To il-
lustrate our methodology on a specific example that focuses on the intended functionality
of the lane-keeping assist, we choose the Lane-Keeping Functional Test (LKFT) shown
in Figure 1. One goal of this test is to guide the vehicle into a quasi-stationary condition
of the lateral acceleration ay within the range from 80% to 90% of the maximum lateral
acceleration ay,smax specified by the vehicle manufacturer. Nevertheless, the regulation
requires proof “for the whole lateral acceleration and speed range”([4], Section 3.2.1.3).
Therefore, we will directly focus on a good coverage of the entire scenario space across
both dimensions.

r

x
y

AV trajectory
vx = const.

Hands-off

lanewidth
2

yr

yl

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the Lane-Keeping Functional Test.

Within these quasi-stationary ranges, it has to be checked whether the vehicle crosses
or even touches the lane boundary and whether the change in movement is within defined
limits. In a previous publication [18], we presented an approach to determine the distance
to line y of the vehicle edges with high precision in post-processing. This makes it possible
to determine the position of the vehicle on public roads with an accuracy of a few centime-
ters [19]. According to the test specifications, the driver is taken out of the loop by briefly
removing his hands from the steering wheel. The criterion of crossing the lane boundary
represents an important safety aspect, since serious consequences can occur if the vehicle
leaves the lane.

2.2. Model Validation

Since models have a long history and are used in numerous application areas, there
is a myriad of literature on model validation. We gave a comprehensive survey about
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model Verification, Validation and Uncertainty Quantification (VV&UQ) approaches in [20].
We developed a generic modular framework and embedded most of the literature ap-
proaches and application areas within it. At this point, we highlight individual aspects
that are integral to this paper’s central theme and understanding. The interested reader
is referred to [20] regarding a more detailed introduction and theory. In the later sections,
we will present this framework in a specific manifestation for the virtual-based safeguard-
ing of AVs. In this section, we present approaches that can be used as a basis to configure
the framework.

The state-of-the-art in automotive model validation tends to focus on single compo-
nents such as environmental sensor models [21–23] or vehicle dynamics models [24,25],
but rarely on the overall closed-loop behavior [26,27]. Since these exemplary references
all focus on specific effects such as the influence of sensor artifacts, they are important
for increasing the credibility of the models, but are not sufficient for the virtual safety
assessment of the entire vehicle. Therefore, with respect to scenario selection, we build on
the automotive literature of the previous subsections. However, we consider advanced
methods from other application fields as a basis for our validation methodology. In general,
one promising example is the work of Oberkampf and Roy [28] on Probability Bound
Analysis (PBA) in the field of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).

Several validation metrics are available to quantify the difference between simula-
tion and reality in the form of scalar values [25], time series [29] or probability distribu-
tions [30]. In addition, there are various metamodeling techniques such as polynomial
regression [28] or Gaussian processes [31] to represent the validation errors. Finally, recent
references [28,32,33] focus on the aggregation of modeling errors and uncertainties from
validation experiments to the intended use of the model. This is quite a challenge [34],
but especially important since the application-specific decisions are made based on the
erroneous simulation models. We will consider these central aspects in the further course
of this paper.

2.3. Scenario Assignment Methods

There are a few references that assign scenarios to real and virtual test environments.
Since they are relevant for the selection of validation scenarios, we present them in more
detail. The paper by Schuldt et al. [35] presents a first idea of how a use case can be assigned
to different X-in-the-Loop (XiL) approaches. The authors use components of the AV as
dimensions in a Kiviat diagram and distinguish three steps for each component: simulated,
emulated and physically present. In addition, they propose quality functionals to consider
and weight certain influencing factors such as the quality of results or costs. They describe
both the XiL approaches and the use case of a construction site assistant using the Kiviat
diagrams. Since only the Vehicle-in-the-Loop approach meets the requirements of their use
case, they choose this approach as their test environment.

Böde et al. [36] aim to find an optimal split between the number of scenarios in
simulation and the real world. They decompose the probability that the system satisfies its
requirements into two terms based on the law of total probability. The first term describes
the probability that the model satisfies the system requirements. It is conditioned on the
second term with the probability that the model is a valid representation. They consider
also a statistical uncertainty due to sampling of test scenarios. They propose three notions
of model validity: all observed trajectories are possible in simulation and lead to the same
decisions, each virtual trajectory has at least one physical counterpart, or the likelihood of
the virtual and physical trajectories is identical. They select the first and weakest notion
and assume that both probabilities are one, which means that all tests are passed and
the model is valid, so that only the statistical uncertainty remains. Then they calculate
the optimal number of scenarios in simulation and the real world for different costs of
both environments.

Beyond automated driving, there is generally little literature available regarding the
split between test environments. Morrison et al. [37], Terejanu [38] find an optimal split
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between physical data to be used for model calibration and validation. Mullins et al. [39]
similarly find the optimal number of calibration and validation tests considering both
the costs at each test condition and the prediction uncertainty of the simulation model.
They use a probabilistic simulation in a Bayesian framework. Model calibration reduces
the uncertainty in the posterior distribution of the model parameters. In contrast, model
validation again adds uncertainty to the parameters using an overall reliability metric to
account for model inadequacy and sparse data, but it reduces the uncertainty about the
model prediction itself. They formulate a joint optimization that selects the number of tests
so that the costs and the future prediction uncertainty of the model are minimized.

2.4. Scenario Selection Methods

Since there are only a few references addressing the assignment of scenarios to test
environments, but quite a variety of methods for generating scenarios for safeguarding,
we extend the literature review to the latter area of research. This subsection provides an
overview about four types of scenario selection approaches. Each of these approaches has
already been implemented in different variants in several references. We select representa-
tive references from these to provide a common basis for this paper. Detailed information
can be found in [14] and in the respective papers.

2.4.1. Knowledge-Based Methods

Knowledge-based approaches use abstract information in the form of standards, guide-
lines or expert knowledge as a source for the generation of scenarios. An exemplary source
is the German guideline for the construction of motorways [40]. Most knowledge-based
approaches are based on ontologies. They can represent knowledge, model properties
and relationships and automatically generate test scenarios that constitute valid combina-
tions. This is a crucial advantage compared to simpler approaches like pure combinatorial
testing. Chen and Kloul [41] combine a motorway, a weather and a vehicle ontology and
also model the relationships between the three ontologies. Bagschik et al. [9] concentrate on
German highways and represent all five layers of their environmental model. Li et al. [42]
use an ontology as input for combinatorial testing in a multi-step process.

2.4.2. Data-Driven Methods

Data-driven methods extract scenarios from data that are normally recorded during
test drives with a fleet of vehicles equipped with special measurement technology. In the
post-processing step, machine learning and pattern recognition techniques are applied to
the recorded data. Some papers extract concrete scenarios from the data that have a high
novelty value. For example, Langner et al. [10] use an autoencoder, as its reproduction
error can be interpreted as a novelty indicator. Krajewski et al. [11] extend the idea and
use generative neural networks such as a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) and a
Variational Autoencoder (VAE) to not only extract existing scenarios, but also to generate
new ones from them.

Further papers aimed to parameterize scenarios with parameter ranges and distribu-
tions. Therefore, similar scenarios are grouped together in a first processing step. Either
specific scenario classes such as following, lane change or cutting-in are defined to use
supervised learning techniques to assign the data to the classes [43,44], or the data are
clustered based on similarity using unsupervised learning techniques [45,46]. Afterwards,
the grouped data can be used to parameterize the scenarios. Zhou and del Re [47] parame-
terize a lane-change maneuver with a hyperbolic tangent function. Similar work fitting
a distribution to a car-following scenario using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) can be
found in [48].

2.4.3. Coverage-Based Methods

Coverage-based methods generate a set of test scenarios that cover the scenario space
well. They sample concrete scenarios [49] either from parameter ranges or parameter
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distributions. The latter has the advantage that the distributions provide the occurrence
probability of a scenario and thus its relevance in the real world. A wide variety of sampling
techniques was already applied to generate scenarios from parameter ranges, for example,
Design of Experiments (DoE) [13], Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers [50], Rapidly
Exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [12] or the In-Parameter-Order-Generalized (IPOG) algo-
rithm [51]. Distributional sampling techniques are based on Monte Carlo methods. Most
papers use accelerated techniques to cope with the fact that critical traffic scenarios are rare
events. For instance, Zhao [52] uses Importance Sampling (IS) to speed-up the computation,
and Åsljung et al. [53] use Extreme Value Theory (EVT).

2.4.4. Falsification-Based Methods

Falsification-based methods focus on optimization techniques in order to obtain more
challenging scenarios. Some papers use accident databases as a starting point [54]. Other
papers define criticality metrics or complexity metrics to quantify scenario properties.
For example, Klischat and Althoff [55] calculate the safe area next to the AV as the measure
of criticality. Afterwards they use evolutionary algorithms for optimization by minimizing
the safe area and thus maximizing the criticality. Ponn et al. [56] built phenomenological
sensor models to identify complex test scenarios for the AV’s perception capabilities.
In addition, some papers do not perform the optimization in advance, but include the
AV in the feedback loop. In each iteration, they take the assessment results of the actual
AV from the current and previous scenarios to determine the subsequent scenario. Thus,
they get more and more critical scenarios with each iteration. Koren et al. [57] apply
reinforcement learning techniques for optimization, Beglerovic et al. [58] use a model-
based kriging approach with an iterative zooming-in algorithm and Tuncali et al. [59] apply
simulated annealing to falsify formal system requirements.

2.5. Analysis of the Literature

The current state-of-the-art regarding the assignment of scenarios to test environments
focuses either on a scenario-independent level of the entire use case [35] or on the number
of test scenarios based on budget constraints [36,39]. However, this is not sufficient to select
how concrete validation scenarios shall be distributed across the scenario space. Therefore,
we analyze the four categories of scenario methods from safeguarding with regard to their
suitability as validation scenarios. The coverage-based approach

• focuses on exploration of the entire scenario space,
• requires relatively low effort,
• is suitable for execution in the real and virtual world,
• and offers several test repetitions for reproducibility.

Thus, the coverage-based approach fulfills central requirements of model validation.
The falsification-based approach focuses more on exploiting a few critical scenarios and
lacks scalability to the real world—in particular, with the feedback loop. The randomness of
the data-driven approach contradicts the reproducibility requirement and the knowledge-
based approach can be quite complex.

In addition to the coverage-based validation scenarios, we select a scenario method for
safeguarding. This is not the focus of this publication and is already heavily addressed in
the literature and research projects, but we require it to cover the entire virtual-based safety
assessment process. We select the data-driven approach since it is realistic and contains
unforeseen test scenarios due to its randomness. We also pay attention to the coverage
of the scenario space in the data-driven approach. The difference is, however, that in the
coverage-based approach the scenarios are defined completely a priori, whereas in the
data-driven approach they are determined in post-processing.

3. Methodology

This section begins by giving an overview about our entire process for virtual-based
homologation. In the following subsections, the individual process steps are described in
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more detail and illustrated by means of the R-79 use case. We focus especially on scenario
design as the first step in the process and then complete it with the actual model validation
and homologation.

3.1. Virtual-Based Homologation Process

Our process is illustrated in Figure 2 for the LKFT use case. It builds on the previous
use case independent work in [20]. It distinguishes the validation from the application
domain. The former is responsible for assessing the quality of the simulation models,
the latter for the actual type approval. During model validation, a comparison between the
simulation models and reality is carried out. This enables a subsequent type approval in
the virtual world without the need for further physical tests. In this paper, the physical
validation experiments were carried out on the German highway A7 and the federal road
B19, since they include varying curve radii. Digital maps of both road segments were
imported into the simulation tool in the standardized OpenDRIVE format for the virtual
tests. The virtual environment contains both simulation models and hardware components.
Thus, it is actually a hybrid environment and shows non-deterministic behavior with
scatter. In this paper, we will refer to it briefly as simulation. It is not yet in a final stage of
maturity. However, this is not a disadvantage. On the contrary, the focus of this paper is to
demonstrate the validation methodology by means of an exemplary setup. The results are
sent back to the developers to improve the virtual environment.
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Figure 2. Virtual-based homologation process based on previous work in ([20], Figure 1).
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Both the validation and the application domain consist of several process steps,
which extend from left to right in Figure 2 and are described in the following subsections.
The two subsequent ones deal with the data-driven extraction of application scenarios from
the simulation and the coverage-based design of validation scenarios for comparison of
simulation and reality. We start with the application scenarios, since the design of the vali-
dation scenarios is directed towards them and shows methodological synergies. The actual
order of scenario execution is usually inverted. The assessment subsection describes the
post-processing of the results using safety measures. Subsequently, the validation results
are compared and finally integrated into the actual type-approval decisions in the last two
subsections in order to consider the validity of the simulation models.

3.2. Data-Driven Application Scenarios

We present a data-driven approach to extract scenarios from data that meet the re-
quirements of the regulation. The data processing pipeline follows a rule-based algorithm:

1. It partitions the scenario space into 1D acceleration bins and contiguous velocities.
2. It filters the noisy lateral acceleration signal using a Butterworth filter according

to [17].
3. It calculates a reference lateral acceleration signal.
4. It transforms the continuous time signals via thresholds to binary masks by applying

condition checks.
5. It merges neighboring events of ones in the masks via a connected components

algorithm [60].
6. It combines all binary masks using Boolean algebra.
7. It extracts events from the resulting mask and represents them with start and stop

time indices.
8. It transforms each binary event to a scenario with mean velocity and bin-centered

lateral acceleration.

We also refer to the algorithm as the event finder to highlight the data-driven condition
checks. The steps of the event finder algorithm are illustrated in Figure 3 and will be
explained in detail in the following. This is accompanied by the respective equations to
ensure the reproducability of this paper. We define symbols for the scenario and assessment
quantities of Sections 3.2–3.4 inspired by their written names. The longitudinal velocity is
called vx, the lateral acceleration ay, the road radius r, the curvature κ, the lateral distance
to line y, the time t, a binary mask b and the lower and upper acceleration ranges rl and ru.
Further indices are required to make distinctions. Vectors are denoted as bold symbols and
matrices as upper case letters.

In the first step, we partition the lateral acceleration dimension into stationary interval
ranges (bins) [rl,i, ru,i] with

rl,i ∈ rl = [0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9] ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , 9} (1)

ru,i ∈ ru = rl + 0.1 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , 9} (2)

consisting of 10% steps of ay,smax = 2.5 m/s2 in the manner of R-79. We dispense with an
analog partitioning into velocity bins, since it can be set very precisely in the experiment.
Figure 3a contains the lateral acceleration signal ay(t) of the vehicle after applying the
Butterworth filter of the second step and the “necessary lateral acceleration to follow the
curve” [4]. We refer to the latter as reference lateral acceleration

ay,re f (t) =
v2

x(t)
r(t)

= v2
x(t) · κ(t) with κ(t) =

1
r(t)

. (3)
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Figure 3. Data-driven condition checks and assessment at the exemplary application scenario
vx = 107 km/h and ay,re f = 0.85 · ay,smax. The continuous signals in (a) are inputs to the conditions
checks, whereas the binary signals in (b) are its outputs. The signals shown in (c) refer to the distance of
the vehicle edges to the left and right lane markings and their minimum value over time. For decision
making, we only consider the global minimum highlighted in red.

Figure 3. Data-driven condition checks and assessment at the exemplary application scenario vx = 107 km/h and
ay,re f = 0.85 · ay,smax. The continuous signals in (a) are inputs to the conditions checks, whereas the binary signals
in (b) are its outputs. The signals shown in (c) refer to the distance of the vehicle edges to the left and right lane markings
and their minimum value over time. For decision making, we only consider the global minimum highlighted in red.
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In contrast to the former, it is not based on the vehicle trajectory, but on the road radius
r and curvature κ from maps. We aggregate all time steps in vectors and denote them as
bold symbols, for example, ay,re f ∈ RNt with Nt time steps. Figure 3b contains multiple
binary mask signals b ∈ BNt from the fourth processing step. The velocity mask

bv = (vx ≥ vx,smin) ∧ (vx ≤ vx,smax) (4)

is derived by comparing the velocity signal vx with the lower and upper velocity limits
vx,smin and vx,smax from the vehicle manufacturer. Multiple lateral acceleration masks

ba,i = (ay,re f ≥ rl,iay,smax) ∧ (ay,re f ≤ ru,iay,smax) (5)

are derived by checking whether the acceleration signal ay,re f lies within the stationary
interval ranges [rl,i, ru,i]. In the fifth step, we apply the connected components algorithm
to pull-up short gaps between separated islands in the acceleration masks ba,i to get the
updated masks b̃a,i. According to the proposed amendment [17], the gaps may be up to 2 s
if the additional condition

badd = (ay ≤ 1.4 · ay,smax) ∧ (ay < 3.3 m/s2) (6)

is fulfilled. Combining all masks with a logical AND-operator yields the resulting masks

bi = bv ∧ b̃a,i ∧ badd ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , 9} . (7)

In the seventh step, we extract all events from the entire data set whose duration is
larger than the threshold ∆tmin. Each event j is characterized by its start time step ts,ij and
its end time step te,ij. We represent the scalar velocity parameter vx ∈ R as the mean value
during the start and end time steps and the acceleration parameter ay,re f ∈ R as the center
of the selected bin:

vx,ij =
1

te,ij − ts,ij

∫ te,ij

ts,ij

vx(t)dt , (8)

ay,re f ,ij = (rl,ij + ru,ij)/2 ·m/s2 . (9)

After presenting the rule-based algorithm, we select a data set for the proof of concept.
We take the same road network—with selected curve sections of the German roads A7
and B19—as prepared anyway according to the coverage-based algorithm of the following
subsection. However, we let the virtual vehicle drive the route several times at arbitrary
speeds instead of predefining them according to a special pattern. Figure 4 shows the
resulting application scenarios. They are positioned in the center of the acceleration bins
and their velocities are distributed contiguously. The distribution of points is random due
to the velocities and will be discussed in the results section in more detail.
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Figure 4. Coverage-based validation scenarios and data-driven application scenarios. The 2D grid
cells are used by the coverage-based algorithm. The data-driven algorithm uses only the acceleration
grid and has contiguous velocities with a maximum resolution of 1 km/h.

3.3. Coverage-Based Validation Scenarios

After the extraction of application scenarios in the last section, the focus is now
on the generation of coverage-based validation scenarios. The approach uses both the
requirements of the regulation with regard to the scenario conditions as well as road maps
with radius r and curvature κ information. The coverage-based algorithm consists of the
following steps:

1. It partitions the velocity and acceleration dimension into 1D bins and the scenario space
into 2D bins.

2. It takes full-factorial samples within each velocity bin.
3. It calculates a reference lateral acceleration signal across the entire road for each

velocity sample.
4. It transforms the continuous signals into binary masks by comparison with the

acceleration bins.
5. It merges neighboring events of ones in the masks via a connected components

algorithm [60].
6. It combines all binary masks using Boolean algebra.
7. It extracts events from the binary masks and represents them with start and stop time

indices.
8. It selects the longest event for each 2D bin over all velocity samples and all road curves.
9. We manually select single 2D bins based on the event length and a coverage criterion.

10. It represents each selected 2D bin with its center as scenario parameters.
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The steps of the coverage-based algorithm will be explained in detail in the following.
The width of the velocity bins is 10 km/h and the width of the acceleration bins is 10% of
ay,smax. We distinguish combined 2D bins and separate 1D bins of both scenario parameters.
We take 10 full-factorial samples within each velocity bin to get several velocities vx,j.
In the third step, combining the radius information from the road maps with the sampled
velocities yields several reference lateral acceleration signals ay,re f ,j. The steps 4–7 are
similar to the steps 4–7 from the data-driven algorithm. To avoid repetition, we refer back
to the previous descriptions at this point. Due to the extension to 2D bins, we get three
indices (i, j, k) of the acceleration bin, the velocity bin and the event number within the bin
and ultimately the start and stop time steps ts,ijk and te,ijk of each event. The eighth step
reduces the amount of events by performing a maximum operation

arg max
k

(te,ijk − ts,ijk) (10)

over the event duration to use only the longest event per bin with the final duration
∆tij. In addition, we manually reduce the number of events by selecting individual bins
that excel with a high event length and a good coverage of the entire scenario space.
A coverage-based design of validation scenarios can be seen in Figure 4. The coordinates
of the scenario points result from the final tenth step that represents each selected bin with
its coordinate center. The distribution of points results from the availability of curves in the
used segments of the German roads A7 and B19 and will be discussed in the results section
in more detail. An exemplary scenario is projected on the corresponding road section
in Figure 5. Each validation scenario will be repeated several times to get information
about the reproducibility of the real and virtual (hybrid) experiments and to be able
to apply statistical validation metrics. According to [24], we will generally use at least
three repetitions if possible and ten to fifteen repetitions for individual scenarios for a
detailed analysis.

Figure 5. Vehicle trajectories from an exemplary real test drive (Road) and a simulation (Sim) at the
validation scenario vx = 169 km/h and ay,re f = 0.85 · ay,smax, located on a OpenStreetMap of the
German motorway A7. These trajectories of the vehicle’s center of gravity are shown at this point for
illustration purposes, but not to derive detailed distances from the vehicle edges to the lines.

If only larger measurement files can be stored after the tests have been carried out, it is
possible to use data-based techniques in post-processing to locate the planned coverage-
based scenarios. On the one hand, the measured vehicle coordinates can be compared with
the coordinates of the planned scenarios on the map. On the other hand, the data-driven
pipeline from Section 3.2 can be adapted by using, for example, the planned acceleration
bins as predefined ranges [rl,i, ru,i] in Equation (5).
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3.4. Assessment

So far, the two scalar parameters vx and ay,re f characterize the coverage-based valida-
tion scenarios and the data-driven application scenarios. The subsequent framework block
called assessment deals with the lane-keeping behavior as output of the AV in dependence
of both scenario parameters as inputs to the AV. According to the regulation, the behavior
is characterized by the distance to line. Similar to the scenario parameters, we represent
the distance to line via a Key Performance Indicator (KPI). Since we are interested in any
lane crossing, we extract the minimum distance to line y ∈ R as worst-case behavior from
a safety perspective according to Figure 3c. If even the minimum value is greater than zero,
the entire trajectory (including the outer vehicle edges) will not cross the lane. In the first
step, we take the minimum value of both the distance to left line signal

yl,min = min
t∈[ts,ij ,te,ij ]

yl(t) (11)

and analogously the distance to right line signal during the time interval of the j-th event.
In the second step, we combine both minima to an overall minimum

y := min{yl,min, yr,min} (12)

in order to get one representative safety KPI for a consistent illustration in this paper.
In summary, the behavior of the AV can be described as the mapping

g : (vx, ay,re f ) 7→ y (13)

from the scenario parameters to the distance KPI.
The scenario parameters can also be combined to the input vector x =

[
1 vx ay,re f

]
∈

RNx+1 to get a compact notation for the remaining sections and to ensure consistency with
our previous paper [20]. Each coverage-based validation scenario xv yields for both the
simulation model gm and the physical system gs a minimum distance to line yv

m and yv
s ,

respectively. Similarly, each application scenario xa provides a minimum distance to line
ya

m for the simulation gm. In addition, we aggregate all Nv validation scenarios into the
matrix Xv ∈ RNv×(Nx+1) and all Na application scenarios into the matrix Xa ∈ RNa×(Nx+1).
The respective symbols are summarized in the framework in Figure 2 for a central overview.
Regarding the validation domain, we require an additional notation for the measurement
repetitions of the same validation scenario xv. All minimum distances along the repetition
dimension are represented in the form of an Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function
(ECDF) F(yv). The number of test repetitions determines the number of ECDF steps and
varies between different scenarios and both test environments.

3.5. Model Validation

After the assessment in the validation domain, the validation metric operator quan-
tifies the difference between the minimum distance to line from the physical system on
the road yv

s and from the simulation model yv
m. One option would be to average over

the test repetitions and then calculate the distance between the two averaged values.
However, we decide against this validation metric, because averaging causes a loss of
information. Instead, we calculate the area between the whole ECDFs. There are three
possibilities for each validation scenario. Either the ECDF of the simulation lies completely
on the left-hand side of the system ECDF, completely on the right-hand side, or both
intersect. The first case is most critical from a safety perspective, as the simulation suggests
safer behavior than would be the case in reality. Whereas the first case yields only a left
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area (and zero right area) and the second case only a right area (and zero left area), the third
case yields a separate left and right area

ev
l =

∫
F(yv

m)≥F(yv
s )
|F(yv

m)− F(yv
s )|dy , (14)

ev
r =

∫
F(yv

m)≤F(yv
s )
|F(yv

m)− F(yv
s )|dy . (15)

This occurs when simulation and measurement show a desired similar behavior,
but the simulation typically has less scatter, so that its steeper ECDF crosses the flatter one
of the system. The principle of two areas is visualized in Figure 6 for one scenario.
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Figure 6. Area validation metric at the exemplary validation scenario vx = 118 km/h and
ay,re f = 0.65 · ay,smax. The left and right areas refer to the perspective of the model with the
system on its left or right side.

Thus, calculating the validation metric for all the validation scenarios Xv yields two
vectors ev

l and ev
r for the left and right areas of the minimum distance to line. We aggregate

this knowledge about the validity of the simulation in an error model in order to be able to
infer it to new scenarios in the application domain. This is particularly important because it
is risky to compare the deviations only with the permissible tolerances, but to neglect them
if they are considered suitable. These modeling errors can lead to wrong type-approval
decisions regarding the safety of the vehicle and ultimately to accidents in the real world.
We use a multiple linear regression model based on ([28], p. 657) to model the left area

êva
l = x ·wT

l =
[
1 vx ay,re f

]
·
[
wl,0 wl,1 wl,2

]T (16)

and the right area, respectively. The hat symbol emphasizes that the error model result
is an estimation from validation to application scenarios. The regression weights wl
are calculated using a least square optimization with the validation metric results ev

l
as training data.

Since the error model itself is not perfect, it remains a mean squared error s when com-
paring the estimations êv

l with the training data ev
l at the validation scenarios. This mean

squared error and a t-distribution with a confidence of α = 95% can be used to calculate a
non-simultaneous Bonferroni-type prediction interval function ([61], p. 115)

gp(xa) = tα/2
Nv−(Nx+1) · s ·

√
1 + xaT(XvT Xv)−1xa . (17)

The prediction interval (PI) contains the uncertainty of the error model—as does
a confidence interval—and additionally the uncertainty associated with the prediction
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to an unseen application scenario xa. Thus, both the regression estimate êva
l and the PI

predict from validation to application scenarios. Combining the regression estimate with
the upper bound of the PI for both the left and right area finally yields the modeling
uncertainty interval

I(êva) := [eva, eva] = [−êva
l − gp,l(x

a), êva
r + gp,r(xa)] (18)

with the left and right interval limits, denoted eva and eva. It can be seen as a statistical
statement that the unknown true error at unseen application scenarios

eva ∈ I(êva) (19)

lies with a high probability within those epistemic bounds [28].

3.6. Type Approval

This subsection combines the assessment results ya
m of the simulation at the data-

driven application scenarios xa from Section 3.2 with the estimated model uncertainties
I(êva) from the preceding subsection. It treats each application scenario individually, since
there are no test repetitions compared to the coverage-based validation experiments. We use
the uncertainties to expand the minimum distance to line to an interval-valued prediction

I(ŷa
s ) = ya

m + I(êva) = [ya
m + eva, ya

m + eva] (20)

I(ŷa
s ) = [ya

m − êva
l − gp,l(x

a), ya
m + êva

r + gp,r(xa)]

of the unknown true minimum distance to line from the real vehicle. As shown in Figure 7,
the lower bound of the left area metric estimate shifts the nominal simulation result ya

m to
the left, and the upper bound of the right area metric estimate shifts it to the right. It is
important to note that we use this interval prediction including uncertainties for type
approval instead of the nominal simulation results, which are imperfect by the nature of
the inherent models.
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Figure 7. Type approval at the exemplary application scenario vx = 81 km/h and
ay,re f = 0.35 · ay,smax. The shift to the left results from the error model of the left area met-
ric, parameterized over all validation scenarios and inferred to this application scenario, plus its
prediction interval. The shift to the right results analogously from the right error model and its
prediction interval.
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In the end, the minimum distance to line must exceed the threshold of zero to pass the
type approval. In the exemplary application scenario in Figure 7, this is the case for both
the nominal simulation and more importantly for the interval-valued prediction, including
the estimated model uncertainties. Figuratively speaking, exceeding the threshold value
means that the outer edges of the vehicle plus a buffer for the modeling errors do not
cross the lane markings. Since the distance requirement has only a lower threshold and
since we defined the minimum distance as the minimum over the left and right distances
in Section 3.4, we must only look at the lower bound eva and the left edge of I(ŷa

s ) from
a worst case safety point of view. Nevertheless, the methodology works in analogy for
quantities with upper thresholds.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents and discusses the results for the exemplary R-79 LKFT use
case based on the described methodology. The structure of the section is similar to the
preceding one. It starts again with the data-driven extraction of application scenarios and
the coverage-based generation of validation scenarios. Subsequently, it focuses on the
model validation and type-approval results. Whereas we illustrated the methodology with
examples of individual scenario points, this section aims to gain knowledge about the
entire scenario space.

4.1. Data-Driven Application

This subsection begins with a pre-analysis of the minimum required event length
∆tmin to parameterize the event finder. The longer the minimum length is, the more
meaningful the events are, but the fewer are found. Therefore, we investigate the number
of extracted events, their duration and their coverage of the scenario space for varying
values of the minimum length hyperparameter and select 4.5 s as a reasonable trade-off.
After the data-driven extraction of application scenarios, the shortest event has a duration
of 4.55 s, the longest event of 40.38 s and the average event of 10.01 s. The distribution of the
data-driven application scenarios is shown in Figure 4. As desired, it contains randomness
to generate unforeseen test scenarios for type approval that do not follow a predefined
pattern. The rule-based algorithm extracts 62 application scenarios from the road data set.
The latter is reused from the coverage-based scenario design and consists of selected curves
from the German roads A7 and B19 and connecting straight sections in between. This
exploits the efficiency advantage of the virtual environment. Since the length of the road
data set is 153.86 km, this corresponds to a frequency of 0.88 events per kilometer. Due
to the randomness in the scenario distribution, the granularity of the points varies across
the scenario space and includes small holes. Nevertheless, the distribution and amount of
scenarios is suitable for a first proof of concept.

4.2. Coverage-Based Validation Scenarios

The coverage-based validation scenarios are based on an offline scenario design that
has to be executed afterwards at the real road and the virtual environment. Therefore,
it is important to analyze whether there are significant deviations between the planned
and observed conditions. After the test execution, we used the data-driven event finder
to check whether the measured velocity and the calculated reference lateral acceleration
matches the planned bin. Due to oscillations in the curvature of the real road and in the
velocity, a couple of test repetitions were lost due to the condition checks. Nevertheless,
the coverage-based design was accurate enough to preserve all distinct validation scenarios
with at least two repetitions and in some scenarios with more than ten repetitions. This
fits to the recommendation by [24] as described in Section 3.3. The number of validation
scenarios is smaller than the number of application scenarios to legitimize the model-based
process. The distribution of validation scenarios is shown in Figure 4. It is selected based
on maximizing both scenario coverage and scenario duration to obtain representative and
reproducible scenarios for a fair comparison between simulation and reality. The scenarios
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are distributed across the entire space with small holes in between and with gaps at
the edges at low velocities and low lateral accelerations. The validation methodology
including prediction intervals should be capable of dealing with this degree of interpolation
and extrapolation.

Furthermore, we analyze the reproducability of the hybrid test environment including
hardware components. There are many factors that have an influence on the repetitions,
such as the scenario environment and the localization of the event within the measurement
files by using the event finder. We illustrate the reproducability analysis in this paper both
with a qualitative comparison of time series and histogram data in Figure 8, as well as
with quantitative measures in Table 1. The similarity of the time signals in general and the
similarity in characteristic points like minima and maxima is clearly recognizable. This
demonstrates that the localization works accurately and the lateral driving behavior corre-
lates between repetitions. The distribution of the lateral acceleration in the histogram shows
narrow bands in the order of magnitude of the bins from the scenario design. The similar
values of the quantitative measures mean value, standard deviation and variance reinforce
the qualitative statements.
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Figure 8. Correlation analysis with (a) time series and (b) derived histogram data (15 bins). On the
one hand, both subplots contain the lateral acceleration signals ay of three repetitions. On the other
hand, they contain the averaged reference lateral acceleration signal āy,re f , as the three repetitions
almost coincide. The peaks at the beginning of the signals are caused by the transient passage
between the straight line and the curve entrance at the validation scenario vx = 118 km/h and
ay,re f = 0.85 · ay,smax.
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Table 1. Correlation analysis with statistical measures.

ay,1 ay,2 ay,3 āy,re f

Mean 2.153 2.188 2.179 2.025
Standard deviation 0.295 0.353 0.370 0.237
Variance 0.087 0.125 0.137 0.056

4.3. Assessment

The preceding subsection have already indicated that there is a correlation of the
scenario conditions across several test repetitions. This subsection goes two steps further
by looking at the assessment results and by performing an analysis across the entire
scenario space. Figure 9 shows a surface plot with uncertainty bands for both the (hybrid)
simulation in Figure 9a and the real world in Figure 9b. It includes both the scatter due
to the test repetitions by means of vertical lines and the trend across the entire scenario
space by plotting the mean value of all repetitions as the surface. At first, we look at the
length of the vertical lines to analyze the repeatability. Both plots include scatter due to the
complexity of the prototype vehicle, the testing environments and the scenarios. The scatter
of the simulation is on average of the same order of magnitude as in reality. Despite the
scatter, each mean surface indicates a clear tendency. Higher lateral accelerations and
higher velocities for constant curve radii lead to smaller distance to lines. This meets
the expectations for a characteristic cornering behavior. Both test environments include
scenario points with a distance to line of zero corresponding to a fail of the requirements
in the type approval later. The relative orientation of both surfaces is decisive for model
validation in the following subsection. The surface of the simulation is flatter and lower,
thus showing a significantly worse behavior of the lane-keeping assist in the virtual world.
This is already an important finding of the presented methodology that is used by the
developers of the virtual environment to enhance its maturity.
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Figure 9. Minimum distance to line across all validation scenarios. Each dot represents a test repetition, each line the
scatter across the repetitions and the entire surface the mean value of the repetitions interpolated across the scenario space.
The colors of the vertical lines are used for differentiation. They have no meaning in terms of content.

4.4. Model Validation

For the comparison between the assessment results from simulation and real driving,
we use the area validation metric described in Section 3.5 and illustrated in Figure 6 for
one validation scenario. Performing the same area calculations for all coverage-based
validation scenarios yields the left and right error vectors ev

l and ev
r . The left error values
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are highlighted as points in Figure 10. Most points are zero indicating that the entire
system ECDF lies on the left side of the simulation ECDF. The highest value is located
at 0.04 m (see Figure 6). The right error counterparts are not visualized due to limited
space. They lie mostly in the range between 0.1 m to 0.3 m. Thus, the validation metric
successfully quantifies the findings from the previous subsection showing smaller distances
to line for the simulation compared to real driving.
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Figure 10. Validation errors, error regression estimates and additional prediction intervals.

The left errors are used to parameterize the corresponding left linear regression model.
It is visualized as the central response surface in Figure 10 across the entire application
space. It reflects the horizontal trend of the left error points. It is certainly not possible
and desired to match all points exactly, since they include some scatter. Therefore, we
introduced the prediction intervals that cover the uncertainties of regression and prediction
to the unseen application scenarios. These intervals are visualized as additional response
surfaces for a statistical confidence of α = 95%. They manage to bound the error points for
all validation scenarios except one. In the case of the visualized small left errors, the effect is
almost negligible. However, in the case of the larger right errors with significant scattering,
the prediction uncertainty adds on average another 0.2 m resulting in a range between
0.3 m to 0.5 m.

4.5. Type Approval

The type-approval decision making is shown in Figure 7 for an exemplary application
scenario. Both the nominal simulation and the one including the modeling errors are
passing the regulation threshold of zero distance to line. However, in many cases the
distance to line of the simulation is relatively small. Figure 11 contains the binary pass/fail
decisions across all data-driven application scenarios. In 30 out of the 62 scenarios the
simulation passes the type approval, in 32 out of the 62 it fails. Since the left modeling
errors—relevant from the safety perspective—were negligibly small, the decisions of the
nominal simulation and the one including the uncertainties are identical for all scenarios
except one. The passed scenarios show that the lane-keeping assist successfully masters
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many situations in this complex test environment. Nevertheless, from a safety perspective,
there is a big gap left to master all situations.
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Figure 11. Type-approval decisions at all application scenarios for the nominal simulation (Sim) and
for the error estimator and at all validation scenarios for the simulation and the real system.

We extend the analysis to investigate individual factors leading to the results. The val-
idation methodology already found that the simulation shows smaller distances to line
compared to reality. This insight is already being used by the developers of the virtual
environment to reduce the modeling errors, so that the number of unjustified failed cases is
significantly reduced. In addition, Figure 11 reuses the validation results from Figure 9 for
type approval to obtain further pass/fail decisions of the simulation, and in particular of
the real system. Since the validation scenarios include repetitions leading to several ECDF
steps, we can specify a confidence of decision making based on the granularity of the steps.
We select a fixed confidence of α = 50% resulting from two repetitions as the lowest number
of repetitions across all validation experiments. This corresponds to a true decision for an
entire scenario if at least half of the repetitions pass. This confidence is suitable for ensuring
comparability between validation scenarios with repetitions and application scenarios
without repetitions. However, it should be increased from a purely safety point of view, as
shown at the end of this paragraph. The simulation shows a ratio of 10 passed to 7 failed
cases. This indicates that the behavior of the simulation is safer for the coverage-based
validation scenarios than for the data-driven application scenarios. The reason is that the
lane-keeping assist is an ADAS not designed to drive without driver cooperation during
longer data-driven routes. Nevertheless, our focus is on the development of methods
with a view to higher automation levels anyway. Finally, we analyze the vehicle behavior
in the real world across all validation scenarios. For a confidence of α = 50%, the real
vehicle passes in 16 out of the 17 cases. Taking a closer look at the repetitions of each
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validation scenario (see Figure 9b), shows that further failed cases exist when increasing
the confidence.

In summary, the real vehicle drives more centered compared to the virtual environ-
ment, but still not centered enough in all scenarios so that individual fails occur. There are
two main possibilities to improve the results in the future. On the one hand, the driving
behavior of the controller can be more strongly adjusted for safety, so that it adds safety
buffers and avoids lane crossings. On the other hand, the modeling errors and uncertainties
of the simulation can be reduced compared to reality.

5. Conclusions

For credible type approval of automated vehicles based on simulations, an overall
process is essential that not only assesses the safety of the vehicle, but also the quality of
the models. We presented the corresponding validation and assessment methodology in
this paper using the exemplary type approval of a vehicle’s lane-keeping behavior. At
first, we focused on coverage-based and data-driven scenario design techniques that are
capable of dealing with the complexity of real-world effects. Afterwards, we quantified
the modeling errors and uncertainties of the simulation, represented them in the form of a
data-driven error model and evaluated the vehicle behavior compared to the type-approval
requirements considering these estimated errors.

The coverage-based validation scenarios were planned based on actual map data. Of
course, some real-world artifacts compared to the initial planning such as noisy signals
occurred. Nevertheless, a data-driven post-processing was mostly able to localize the theory
within the real signals. In the future, it will be possible to integrate further map information
such as the road profile and vehicle parameters to further improve the planning accuracy.
Analyzing the lane-keeping behavior across all scenarios results in a clear and realistic
tendency of lower distances to line at higher accelerations despite the scatter. The choice of
the coverage-based approach for model validation has been rewarded, because it allows
running multiple test repetitions for a fair comparison between real road and simulation.
The data-driven approach is able to identify many application scenarios with low effort
of cost and time. The distribution of the scenario points is both random and realistic due
to the selection of actual map data. The identified data-driven scenarios show a good
coverage of the application scenario space.

The validation methodology identified that both test environments show the same
trend on average, but also that there are deviations between simulation and reality. Mea-
sures are currently taken by the developers of the virtual environment to reduce the
modeling errors. In half of the application scenarios it can be shown that the simulation
still passes the type approval, although the estimated uncertainties have been added as
additional guarantees. The vehicle on the real road passes most of the scenarios, but also
fails in individual ones. Therefore, it is advisable to choose a more centered trajectory
with more safety buffers. Then, failed type-approval decisions can be avoided and in the
future even further uncertainties of scenario and vehicle parameters can be considered
to increase the statistical guarantees. It is of further interest to extend the use case from
the quasi-stationary lane keeping tests on the highway to higher automation levels and
operational design domains.
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